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Abstract 
 
 
 
ON A SATURDAY, THOUGHTS AND REVELATIONS 
By Maria Pithara, MFA 
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of 
Fine Art at Virginia Commonwealth University. 
 
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2009 
 
Major Director:  Amy Hauft 
Chair, Sculpture and Extended Media 
 
 
 
A favorite poet, a strange woman on the beach, pictures I love to look at. Back 
yard voyeurism, some thoughts on portraiture and why I couldn’t be a photographer. 
Strange rituals that make sense. Unexpected revelations. Two kinds of light.  This essay 
presents part of the constellation of thoughts, images and ideas that have informed my 
most recent video installation, Saturday.
  1 
Light  
  
     The Greek poet Odysseas Elytis, tells how once, at high noon, he “saw a lizard climb upon a 
stone and then, in broad daylight, commence a veritable dance with a multitude of tiny 
movements, in honor of light.”  
     Under this light, the kind that blankets Greece in the summer, blinding in its intensity as much 
as it is revealing, Elytis conjures a drunken, paradisiacal -though not untouched by pain- world, 
filled with mad pomegranate trees and secret sea passages. Elytis directly associates light with 
limpidity, a virtue he constantly pursued in his poetry. Limpidity, as the poet himself defines it, is 
a seemingly infinite transparency, “ where behind a given thing something different can be seen 
and behind that still something else, and so on and so on”. An important distinction is made here 
between the notion of “belle clarte”, and limpidity, a kind of clarity that, as the poet asserts, does 
not preclude the irrational as it approaches the metaphysical. 1 
 
                                                
1 Odysseus Elytis, Books abroad, vol. 49, no 4 Autumn 1975 
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Figure 1 
 
 
     Johannes Vermeer doesn’t find the kind of ecstasy in light that Elytis does, nor does he search 
for spirituality in nature. Looking at a Vermeer painting however, one feels certain that light is an 
indispensable tool in his search for perfection. He collaborates with this light –a northern, gentler 
kind than that of the Mediterranean-and with a tender precision, captures and presents what the 
light reveals: a soft cheek, a golden braid, deep blues and bright yellows, the folds of heavy satin. 
Together they make it possible for the viewer to witness the intensity in which a young maid 
holds a letter or the charming absentmindedness in which another touches her pearl necklace. I 
find it gratifying that Vermeer’s extraordinary skill is for the most part expended upon genre 
painting and not portraiture or grand historical narratives. In this way, Vermeer doesn’t forcefully 
extract an aura of identity, coerce a definitive attitude, or theatrically stage a moment in time. He 
revels in what he sees -man, woman, or inanimate object- and reveals it with a dignified sincerity. 
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His subjects’ identity becomes irrelevant, their humbleness preserved and their actions loaded not 
with a symbolic significance but with an indeterminable gravity and a sense of mystery.  
 
 
 
 
Revelation 
 
     The word mystery derives from the Greek verb myo, to initiate. Ancient Greco-Roman 
religions or cults are known as mystery religions; mystiria were the elaborate rituals that initiated 
one into the cult. To initiate is to reveal that which was up until then concealed. It marks a 
moment in time, a schism between the before and after. During this moment, one’s understanding 
of his or her place in the world is destabilized so that it can be radically transformed.  
     Mysticism is not foreign to art making. Artists create those circumstances under which 
contradicting elements converge and opposites collide. This often allows for a clarity that makes 
the truth palpable. This is not an absolute or prescriptive truth and perhaps I should call it a 
manifestation of an order, beauty, or the interconnectivity of all things.  
 
     I want to briefly describe two private - although each took place in the light, and in the 
presence of others- moments of revelation, banal yet ceremonious. It would be far-fetched to call 
them mystical, but as they unfolded, I felt the joy one feels from a gift.  
     On a beach on eastern Long Island, this past January, I saw an old woman with a somber face 
walking towards me. She was wearing a black puffy jacket and had a bright colored beach towel 
wrapped around her head like a scarf. The wind was against her, causing her to walk slowly as the 
towel danced frantically around her head, a spastic array of bright reds and pinks against a green 
grey horizon.  
    On another occasion, at a rest stop off I-95, I saw four women, longhaired and full-bodied, step 
out of a mini-van to stretch. They were likely close relatives and used each other’s back and 
shoulders for support. In their matching black and pink velour suits they formed an intimate circle 
as they arched their backs and tilted their waists.  
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    On the beach, it was the contradicting elements that rendered the woman’s walk comically 
staid. My age opposed to hers, the absurdity of the bright colored towel on the wintry day and the 
stillness of the horizon opposed to the dancing of her clothes all contributed to the strangeness of 
the moment. I watched what felt like a performance enacted for and witnessed only by me, as if 
an internal moment was projected from my psyche out onto the world.  
     The intuitive way in which the women interacted at the rest stop offered me a glimpse into a 
private set of relationships that I found touching. There was something elementally feminine 
about the way they carried themselves, an unmistakable, yet easily missed, elegance. The fact that 
it peered, almost miraculously, from underneath the drabness of the setting and the women’s 
undistinguished looks made it all the more striking.  
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Rites of Mystery 
 
     My favorite view of a garden is from a gap in the wall or over a fence. Through the back alleys 
of Richmond, I discover a network of paths that allows a view of the city’s private landscapes. I 
peek into back yards- some are well kept and boast trellises, fountains and statuary, while others 
are nothing more than a rectangular patch of grass with a plastic chair or a garden ornament. 
Overweight camellia blooms spill over fences, a fruit tree leans against a wall, a large magnolia 
branches outward from the middle. I envision walking along a stone path or being enveloped in 
the shade of a tree, experiencing the garden as a pictorial, inaccessible site of probable mysteries. 
Inhabited only in my imagination, it remains free to act out its metaphorical possibilities. Spring 
is the time when the garden is the most rewarding, both for the gardener and for the alley 
explorer. In a vibrant exhibit of color and scent, it reveals all its secrets. Attempting to capture 
this beauty is a common but futile human habit, for spring’s essence lies not only in its visual 
splendor but also in its briefness. It is short- lived and elusive, one part among many in a 
continual process of death and regeneration.  
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Figure 2 
 
 
 
     The traditions of Greek Orthodox Easter, which vary from region to region, last for well over a 
month, and range from the burning of a Judas effigy to a labor-intensive process of making 
cheese pastry. Growing up in Cyprus, I inevitably participated in most of them. One of my 
favorite parts was when my mother drove us around all the churches in our town so we could 
admire the different epitaphs. The epitaph is a symbolic tomb, with a rectangular base and a dome 
covered in spring flowers. Each church followed a different design ethos -some were covered 
only in white lilies, some had alternating rows of purple hyacinths and yellow daffodils and 
others were a mishmash of colors and shapes. The epitaph is the centerpiece of the Holy Friday 
Lamentations ceremony and at the end of the night it is carried around the church in a procession. 
The week of Easter culminates in the midnight Saturday liturgy during which “sacred” light is 
passed from the back of the church towards the front, candle by candle, while the priest 
announces the resurrection of Christ.  
     Easter is planned to fall on the first Sunday following the full moon that occurs next after the 
vernal equinox. Many Easter rituals are closely related, especially in spirit, to the ancient 
Eleusinian mystery cult, whose epicenter was the myth of the abduction of Persephone. 
Kidnapped by Hades, Persephone is doomed to live in the underworld while her mother Demeter 
mourns by abolishing spring in the world of the living. After Zeus interferes, Hades and Demeter 
reach an agreement so that Persephone will spend half the year with the living and spring can be 
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reconstituted. It is not a coincidence that such elaborate celebrations take place at this time of 
year.  Light-filled days begin to replace the darkness of winter and the natural world undergoes its 
yearly transformation.  
 
     Carnival celebrations can also be traced by to a mystery cult-the cult of Dionysus (also related 
to the Roman Saturnalia). Within the Christian tradition Carnival functions as a final decameron 
of transgression before the beginning of Lent. Arriving at the tail end of winter, its merriment is 
much needed. Concealment, largely as a means of transgression without consequence is essential 
to the Carnival. Though in recent years a more mild, version of it is the norm, with children 
dressed-up in store-bought princess dresses and movie character costumes, the Carnival of my 
early childhood was messy and wildly creative. Children and adults donned homemade costumes 
and paid special attention to concealing their faces, so that they could abandon any sense of fixed 
identity and celebrate anonymously. This earlier version is a bit closer –though still much milder- 
to the unadulterated medieval Carnival that Mikhail Bakhtin focuses on. 2 Joyous, violent and 
collectively cathartic, this Carnival is a vision of a world rid of rules and boundaries, celebratory 
of all things transformative and unstable.  
 
     At the core of these rituals and beliefs is the desire to understand and acknowledge the 
connections between our body and nature, not so much as a fixed sum of forms but as a system of 
cyclical processes. Moreover, by gaining insight into nature and its small, constantly occurring 
deaths, we hope to understand the death that occurs when our hearts stops beating. The belief in 
the transubstantiation of the body of Virgin Mary into flowers is an eloquent manifestation of the 
need for an invented, metaphorical biology.  
 
 
  
                                                
2 Rabelais and His World. Trans. Hélène Iswolsky. Bloomington: Indiana University Press,    1993 
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Pictures I Love  
     
     There are a number of photographers whose images I find powerful, in the ways they highlight 
the relationships between life, death, ritual, body and nature.  
     Sally Mann and Alessandra Sanguinetti both capture private, enchanted worlds in which 
children, animals and occasionally adults go about playing and playacting. In both these artists’ 
work, the ethereal mixes with things of the earth: bones, blood and urine. Mann’s portrayals of 
her often naked children, ferocious and vulnerable at the same time, elegantly deal with such 
everyday things as her daughter’s wet bed, while contemplating the passing of time and the ways 
in which different cycles of life intersect. Her series of Southern Kudzu-blanketed fields and 
dark-colored streams act as windows into a semi-surreal landscape, primordial and death-laden at 
the same time.  
     Sanguinetti’s series The Adventures of Guille and Bellinda is whimsical, jarring and sad.  The 
artist captures her teenage nieces in all the delicate and vibrant uncertainty of adolescence, 
enacting scenes from their dreams and rendering everyday spaces into surreal backdrops.  
     Hendrik Kerstens makes luminous portraits of his daughter, often using inventive props. 
Despite their beauty and humor, these photographs expose a complex and often awkward 
relationship between artist (father) and subject (daughter), portrayed throughout various phases of 
her life.  
 
 
Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
 
 
     Countess Clementina Hawarden prolifically photographed her daughters in the1850’s. She 
staged dream-like vignettes, in which her young daughters languorously tug at each other’s 
sleeves, rest their head on each other’s opulently dressed lap or flirtatiously gaze into a mirror. 
Any traces of Victorian sentimentality are counteracted by the girls’ adolescent self- 
consciousness, also in direct contrast to their sumptuous surroundings and costumes.  
      Gaetan De Clerambault, a renowned psychiatrist and amateur photographer took thousands of 
pictures of women in Morocco in the 1920’s. De Clerambault was fascinated by fabric and 
garment- especially his perception of its erotic-physiological effect on women. In his 
photographs, the women demonstrate the way their traditional dress is draped. Strangely, the 
women in these photographs appear to me neither exoticized nor politicized, as they would 
inevitably be in more contemporary depictions. Unlike the blatantly sexualized North African 
women who performed stripteases for photographic series popular with western audiences during 
that time, de Clerambault’s subjects are uncanny women-ghosts, beautiful despite the elusiveness 
of their form and severe, I think because of it.  
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Figure 5 
 
Figure 6 
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     Like Clerambault, I am drawn to fabric. It allows me to engage in a play between figure and 
ground, while simultaneously contemplating its ability to conceal and reveal both skin and 
identity in ways that define our presence in the world and determine our interactions with others. 
The intimate relationship of garment to our body renders its poetic and psychological effect 
immediate. Who doesn’t know the warmth of a blanket, the comfort of a mother’s skirt, or the 
soft feel of a favorite sweater?  Its many functions-protecting, empowering, distinguishing, 
comforting and even barring- open up possibilities of multivalent meaning.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
(The Body) In Time and Space 
 
     I hope that I have made my strong connection to images clear. What my attitude toward the 
moving image is, however, and what the relationship of the images I construct is to time, are 
questions I often have to answer.  
    Photography, indexical in nature and incisive in its instantaneousness, is often linked to death, 
or at least to a moment that can never be relived, even as it becomes preserved. That is not the 
nature of my relationship to my subjects. I would rather allow them to move from frame to frame, 
across different settings, continually disappearing and reappearing, while their world is slowly 
revealed. It’s not a single moment that interests me, much less Bresson’s  “decisive moment”.  
Despite much of contemporary photography’s affinity for indeterminacy, it retains a matter of 
fact ness compared to the moving image, which, by linking to other images, allows for many gaps 
to become apparent. I want my videos to foster a more immediate relationship with the viewer 
than that of not only photography but also narrative film. With film, there is often such a seamless 
transition between spaces, places, and moments that those gaps are erased by our suspension of 
disbelief.  
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Figure 7 
 
 
 
      I also choose video simply because I am interested in choreographing, in the way I direct and 
the way I edit. I search for rhythm and pattern in the accumulation of shapes, colors and gestures. 
In the juxtaposition of movement and pause, I find metaphorical possibilities.  
     As in a portrait session, I search for and capture mannerisms specific to my subjects, but I try 
not to form conclusions that take precedence over the fluidity of their relationships to one 
another, the objects they handle and the space they inhabit. I observe them intently and direct 
them sparingly, as they negotiate this space and one another’s presence, the props I ask them to 
use, and the simple actions I ask them to perform. Their awareness of being watched constantly 
shifts, calibrating the tension in the space between them and the camera. It’s the shifts that 
fascinate me, much more than the “feat” of capturing these women off-guard or, at the other end, 
a self-conscious confrontation. 
     In Absorbed in the Action, Michael Fried posits different views on portraiture throughout the 
history of art, from Diderot’s conviction that a preoccupied subject makes for a more beautiful 
portrait, to Roland Barthes’ s suggestion that capturing subjects unaware has too much the 
character of a performance on the part of the photographer and is thus tainted by theatricality. 3  
                                                
3 Michael Fried, Absorbed in the Action, Art Forum, September 2006 
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Fried champions Douglas Gordon and Philippe Parreno’s complex Zidane, a 21st Century 
Portrait, a video made up of footage from multiple cameras following the famous French-
Algerian soccer player Zinedine Zidane during a 90-minute match. While Zidane moves across 
the field, absorbed in the game, his consciousness keeps shifting, and though he shows a gift for 
athletic and emotional discipline -and hardly any signs of vanity- he is undoubtedly fully aware of 
being scrutinized by millions. The piece offers glimpses into a photogenic yet opaque man 
burdened by the realization that he is larger than his private self. Zidane’s stiff concentration is 
interrupted by moments of lightness-a joke with a playmate, or a distracted and inconsequential 
foot move. 
 
 
Figure 8 
 
      
     Back in my studio, I edit my footage following visual and rhythmic cues, circumventing any 
attempts at linear narrative. A slight opening and closing of the mouth, indicating that the subject 
is moving in time, distracted tapping of the fingers or self-conscious fidgeting are put next to 
more assertive moments of role-taking. Creating as much continuity as I do disjunction, I cut and 
paste, searching for a structure that creates a whole, but one whose seams and gaps invite the 
viewer to linger.  
     Diego Rivera once said that Frida Kahlo’s realism “was so monumental that everything she 
painted had n dimensions. Consequently, she painted at the same time the interior and exterior of 
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herself and her world”. 4 Using my own visual logic, I seek to describe a world that is partly 
revealed to me and partly constructed by me. Through the material and the visible-hands, eyes, 
plastic bags, an orange or a pillow- I try to reach a poetic space-time that exists in between 
tangible things. A space-time akin to Odysseas Elytis’s true day, occurring between Thursday and 
Friday on the poet’s own island, located somewhere between Sun and Moon.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
4 Grimberg Salomon, Frida Kahlo: The Self as an End, Mirror Images, MIT Press 1998 
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